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l Introduction. For real scalar linear homogeneous differential
equations of the second order which are non-oscillatory on some inter-
val (α, co) the concept of a ' 'principal solution at co" was introduced
by Leighton and Morse [4; 5], Several years later Hartman and
Wintner [2] studied the same concept, and subsequently Hartman [3]
extended the notion of a principal solution to a self-adjoint matrix
differential equation of the second order, characterizing such solutions
by a distinguishing property in the class of solutions non-singular on
some neighborhood of co and which are "prepared" in his terminology.
For a self-adjoint matrix differential system of more general type
than considered by Hartman, Reid [9] presented a generalized defini-
tion of principal solution that distinguishes such solutions in the class
of all solutions that are non-singular on some neighborhood of co the
determination of principal solutions in [9] is based on variational
methods which are applicable directly to differential systems with
complex coefficients that are of the form of the accessory differential
equations for a calculus of variations problem of Bolza type, (see, for
example, Bliss [1, § 81]).

Recently S. Sandor [11] has considered properties of solutions of
Riccati matrix differential equations, including a generalization of the
classical anharmonic ratio property that in character is quite different
from the generalization studied by Whyburn [12] and Reid [7]. More-
over, for a real self-adjoint matrix system equivalent to the equation
considered by Hartman [3], Sandor has shown the equivalence of the
existence of a principal solution at co in the sense of Hartman and
the existence of a "right-hand frontier solution'' of the associated
Riccati matrix differential equation. Evidently Sandor was unaware
of the paper [9] of Reid, for there are many intimate relationships
between the results of the two papers, although the method of attack
is quite different.

The purpose of the present paper is to study in more detail the
concept of a principal solution of a non-oscillatory linear matrix dif-
ferential system, together with related problems for the associated
Riccati matrix equation. In particular, certain aspects considered
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previously in variational context only are here divorced from such
limitations. § 2 is devoted to basic relationships between linear matrix
systems and Riccati equations, together with a representation theorem,
(Lemma 2.1), which is derived under more general conditions than
those employed by Sandor [11] in corresponding results, and which
permits simplification in the ensuing proof of the anharmonic ratio
property, of Sandor [11] and Levin |6], The results in § 3 on the
variation of solutions of a Riccati equation are prefatory to § 4 on
the concepts of a ''principal solution" for a non-oscillatory linear
system, and the corresponding ''distinguished solution" of the associa-
ted Riccati equation; in this discussion these concepts are not limited
to the instance of self-ad joint linear systems, as has been the case in
the above cited papers. § 5 is devoted to the case in which the in-
volved linear system is self-adjoint, but of a more general character
than those treated by Hartman [3], Reid [9], and Sandor [11]. Systems
that are non-oscillatory on intervals of the form (— coya) or (—o°, °o)
are treated briefly in § 6, and § 7 is devoted to certain specific results
for systems with constant coefficients.

For simplicity of treatment, throughout the discussion of non-
oscillatory systems in § 4-7 it is assumed that the involved linear
system is identically normal. For systems that are not identically
normal, however, certain modifications of the basic theorems of § 4,
5 hold, and the author plans to further this study in a subsequent
paper.

Matrix notation is used throughout; in particular, matrices of one
column are termed vectors, and for a vector y = (ya), (a ~ t, ., n),
the norm | y | is given by (| y11

2 + + | yn |2)1/2. The symbol E is used
for the n x n identity matrix, while 0 is used indiscriminately for
the zero matrix of any dimensions; the conjugate transpose of a
matrix M is denoted by M*. If M is an n x n matrix the symbol
\M\ is used for the supremum of \My\ on the unit sphere \y\ — 1.
The notation M ^ N, {M > N}, is used to signify that M and N are
hermitian matrices of the same dimensions and M — N is a nonnega-
tive, {positive}, definite hermitian matrix. If M ^ 0 then M112 signifies
the unique nonnegative definite square root of M; if M > 0 then
M~112 denotes the reciprocal of Ml!\ For an arbitrary square matrix
M we set Mm = i(M + Λf *) and M% - ii(M* - M), so that MM and
Mc$ are the hermitian matrices with the definitive property M =
Mm + iΛfs. If the elements of a matrix M(x) are a.c. (absolutely
continuous) on an interval [c, d], then M'{x) signifies the matrix of
derivatives at values for which these derivatives exist and the zero
matrix elsewhere; correspondingly, if the elements of M{x) are (Lebes-

r a

gue) integrable on [c, d] then 1 M(x)dx denotes the matrix of integrals
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of respective elements of M(x). If matrices M(x) and N(x) are equal
a.e. (almost everywhere) on their domain of definition we write simply
M(x) — N(x). Finally, for brevity a matrix M(x) is termed continuous,
-etc., when each element of the matrix possesses the specified property.

2«. Related linear systems and Riccati equations. The linear vector
differential systems to be considered are of the form

(2.1) u' = A(x)u + B(x)v , vf = C(x)u - D{x)v ,

where u{x) and v(x) are w-dimensional vector functions, and A(x), B(x),
C(x) and D(x) are n x n matrices with complex elements which are
(Lebesgue) integrable on arbitrary compact subintervals of a given
interval X on the real line. A major portion of our discussion involves
the corresponding matrix differential equations

{2.2) U' - A(x)U + B(x) V , V = C(x)U- D(x) V ,

where in general U(x) and V(x) are matrices of n rows and r, (r ^
1), columns. By a solution (u; v) of (2.1), or a solution (U; V) of
(2.2), will be meant vector or matrix functions which are a.c. on
arbitrary compact subintervals of X, and such that (2.1) or (2.2) hold
a.e. on X. For brevity, we introduce the notations

, ( 2 8 ) Lx[Uf V]= U'-A(x)U-B(x)V,

L2[U, V]=V- C(x)U+ D(x)V,

for general w-rowed matrices U, V so that (2.2) becomes La[U, V] =
0, a = 1, 2.

If U(x), V(x) are n x n matrix functions a.c. on compact sub-
intervals of X, and U(x) is non-singular on X, then the corresponding
Riccati matrix differential operator

(2.4) K[W] = W + WA(x) + D(x)W+ WB(x)W - C(x)

satisfies the identity

(2-5) U*(x)K[VU-ι]U{x) = U*(x)(L2[U, V] - V(x)U-\x)L1[U, V]) .

Consequently, if (U(x); V{x)) is a solution of (2.2) on X with U{x)
nonsingular on this interval, then W(x) = V{x)U~\x) is a solution of
the Riccati matrix differential equation

(2.6) K[W] = 0

on this interval; that is, W(x) is an n x n matrix which is a.c. on
-compact subintervals of X and (2.6) holds a.e. on X. Conversely, if

W(x) is a solution of (2.6) on X, and for s e X the matrix U(x) is
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determined as the solution of

Ur = [A(x) + B(x)W(x)] U , U(s) = M , M nonsingular,

then (£/; F) = (J7(a?); W(x)U(x)) is the solution of (2.2) satisfying:
U(s) = ikΓ, V(s) = TΓ(β)Jlf, and TΓ(α?) - F ^ t / " 1 ^ ) on X

If W(x) and TΓ0(̂ ) a r e w x n matrices a.c. on compact subintervals.
of X, then Ψ(x) = TΓ(a?) - W0(a?) satisfies the identity

(2.7) JSΓ[ϊΓ] - K[W0] - ?Γ' + Ψ(A + BW0) + (D + WJB)Ψ + ΨBΨ .

LEMMA 2.1. If W0(x) is a solution of (2.6) on X, and for seX
the matrices G(x) — G(x, s | Wo), H{x) — H(x, s \ Wo) are solutions of the
linear differential systems

(2.8) G' + (D + W0B)G - 0 , G(s) = E ,

(2.9) ΈL> + H(A + BW0) = 0 , H(s) = E ,

(2.10) β(x, 8\W0)= \XH(t)B(t)G(t)dt ,

then W(x) is a solution of (2.6) on X if and only if the constant
matrix Γ = W(s) — W0(s) is such that E + 6 (x, s \ W0)Γ is nonsingular
on X, and

(2.11) W(x) - W0(x) + G(x, s I W0)Γ[E + θ(x9 s \ W0)Γ]-Ή(x, s \ W 0 ) .

If K[W0] = 0 o n l , and for an arbitrary W(x) we set Ψ(x) =
W{x) - Wϋ(x), in view of (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) it follows that W satisfies-
(2.6) on X if and only if the matrix F{x) defined by Ψ(x) = G(x)F(x)H(x)
is a solution on X of the special Riccati matrix differential equation

(2.12) F' + F[H(x)B(x)G(x)]F = 0, F(s) = Γ= W(s) - W0(s) .

If F(x) is a solution of (2.12) on X, and G(x, s | TΓ0) is defined by (2.10),
then Fτ(x) = F(x)[E + β(x,s\ W0)Γ] - Γ satisfies the linear homo-
geneous system

(2.13) Fl = -F(x)H(x)B(x)G(x)F1 , F^s) = 0 ,

and consequently Fx{x) = 0 on X. Moreover, if r e X and η is a vector
such that [E + f(r, s \ W0)Γ]η -= 0, then 0 = Fx(r)η = -Γη, and hence
η = o. Consequently 2? + #(#, s | Tfo)Γ is nonsingular throughout Xp

and

(2.14) ^(αί) - Γ[E

on this interval. Conversely, if Γ is a constant matrix such t h a t
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E + Θ(x, s I W0)Γ is nonsingular throughout X, then F(x) defined by
<2.14) is the solution of (2.12) on X, and W(x) given by (2.11) satisfies
(2.6).

Since for arbitrary n x n matrices Θ, Γ the identity (E + Γθ)Γ =
Γ(E + ΘΓ) implies that E + Γθ is non-singular if and only if E + ΘΓ
is non-singular, and Γ(E + ΘΓ)~X = (E + Γθ)~ΎΓf the non-singularity
of E + 6 (x, s I Wo)̂ 1 on X is equivalent to the non-singularity of E +
Γθ(x, s I Wo) on this interval, and an alternate form of (2.11) is

<2.1Γ) W(x) = Wύ(x) + G(», 81 W0)[E + Γθ(x, s \ W^ΓHix, s | Wo) .

In particular, if W0(x) and W(x) are solutions of (2.6) on X, and
Γ = W(s) — Wo(s) is non-singular, then (2.11) and (2.11') each reduces to

<2.11") W(x) = W0(x) + G(x, s I W0)[Γ-1 + θ(xf s \ T^o)]"1^^, s\W0).

For the special case of Γ = W(s) — W0(s) non-singular Sandor [11]
obtained this latter formula, and in this instance he termed W(x)
representable with the aid of WQ(x) by (2.11'). The above results pre-
senting (2.11) and (2.11') show that this concept of representability may
be given a form independent of the non-singularity of W(s) — WQ(s).
Moreover, it is to be noted that (2.11) implies that throughout X the
rank of W(x) — WQ(x) is equal to that of Γ, thus presenting a new
proof of the known result that the difference of two solutions of (2.6)
is of constant rank throughout a common interval of definition, (see
Eeid [7; Theorem 2.1]). Finally, it is to be remarked that if W0(x) is
a solution of (2.6) on an interval X, and (U0(x); VQ(x)) is a solution of
{2.2) such that U0(x) is nonsingular and W0(x) = VQ(x) U^\x) on this
interval, then the solution H(x, s | Wo) of (2.9) is given by

<2.15) H(x, 8 I Wo) = UQ(8)U?(x) .

LEMMA 2.2. If W0(x)y WΛ(x), (a = 1, ••-,&), are solutions of
<2.6) on X, seX, and Γa = WJβ) - W0(s), then

WΛ(x) - Wβ(x) - G{x, s I W0)[E + Γβ(x, s \

•(Γβ - Γβ)[E + Θ{x, s I W0)ΓΛγΉ(x, s\W0).

In view of Lemma 2.1, G = G(x, s \ WQ), H= H(x,s\ Wo) and Θ =
€{x, s [ Wo) are such that

W« - WQ - GΓ*[# + ΘΓ,]- 1 ^ - G[E + Γβ\^

and (2.16) is an immediate consequence of the relation

Γ* - Γβ = [E

ΓβΘ]{Γ«[E
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If Ml9 M2, ikf3, M4 are n x n matrices with Mz — Af> and MA — Mv

non-singular, we introduce the notations

{M19 M2, M3) - (M,

(2.17) {Ml9 M2, M3, M4} - {Mlf M2> M3}{M2, Ml9 M J ,

- {M, - M.

Clearly, {M19 M2, M:)y M4} is a direct matrix generalization of the scalar
anharmonic ratio.

THEOREM 2.1. If W0(x), Wa(x), (a = 1, 2, 3, 4), are solutions of
(2.6) (m X m£λ- TF3(ίc) — W2(x) and W±{x) — W^a;) non-singular, and
s e X, then

= (P(a?, s I TΓ0, Wi){ ̂ ( s ) , Wa(s), W3(s), Wά8)}Φ"\x, s \ WQ, Wx) ,

ivhere Φ(χ, s \ Wo, Wλ) = G(x, s | W0)[E + /\β(a?, s

If ΓΛ = W«{s) - W0(s), (a = 1, 2, 3, 4), then from (2.16) it follows,
directly that G = G(x, s | Wo) satisfies

{Wι(x)ί W2{x), W3(x)} = G[E+ IWΠΓu Λ, Γ3}[E

{W,(x)9 Wy(x), Wax)} = G[E+ ΓβYV\ Λ, I\}\E

and (2.18) is an immediate consequence of these relations and

The fact that the "anharmonic ratio'' of four solutions of (2.6) is
similar to a constant matrix has been established by Sander [11] and
Levin [6]; it is to be noted that Levin's hypotheses are needlessly
strong as he supposes that Wa(x) — Wβ(x), (a, β = 1, 2, 3, 4; a φ β)9

is non-singular. In view of the generality of the result of our Lemma
2.2, however, the proof of the above Theorem 2.1 is more direct than
that given by Sandor for his Theorem 1, which involved the determi-
nation of a particular solution W0(x) such that each of the constant
matrices Γa, (a = 1, 2, 3, 4), is non-singular. Indeed, in the proof of
Theorem 2.1 one might choose W0(x) = W1(x), in which case Γτ = 0
and (2.18) reduces to

(2 19) {Wl{x)f

= G(xfs I W1){W1(s)9 W2(s), W3(s), W4(s)}G -\x9 s \ Wx) .

It is to be remarked that the above type of anharmonic ratio prop-
erty of four solutions of (2.6) is quite different from the generaliza-
tion of the anharmonic ratio considered by Why burn [12] and Reid [7].
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With the aid of (2.18) and (2.19) one may deduce that if W0(x)
and Wλ{x) are solutions of (2.6) on an interval X then

(2.20) G(x, s\WJ = G(x, s I W0)[E + Γβ{x, s \ Wo)]"1 ,

where Λ = W1(s) - W0(s).

Relation (2.20) is but one of the variational relations for solutions of
(2.6) which will be established in the next section, however, so it will
not be considered further here.

Of special significance is the class of systems for which the co-
efficient matrices satisfy the conditions

(2.21) B(x) = B*(x) , C(x) Ξ C*(x) , D{x) = A*(α?) ,

since particular systems of this type occur as accessory systems for
simple integral variational problems, (see, for example, Bliss [1, § 81],
Reid [7]). In this instance, if (U(x) V(x)) is a solution of (2.2) on
X then there exists a constant matrix K such that U*(x)V(x) —
V*(x)U(x) ΞΞ K; in particular, if U(x) is non-singular on X then
W(x) = V(x)U~\x) is a solution of (2.6) on X such that

(2.22) W(x) - W*(x) - U*-1 (x)KU-\x) ,

and W{x) is hermitian if and only if K = 0. Moreover, if s e X then
the solution H = H(x,s | W) of the corresponding equation (2.9) satis-
fies

ί P ' + (D + [ W - U*-χKU-χ\B)H* = 0 , H* = E for x = s ,

and for the solution G = <?(&, s | TF) of the corresponding equation
(2.8) the relation (2.15) and the method of variation of parameters
yields

(2.23) G(x, s | TΓ) = H*(x, s \ Wr)i7*-1(s)27*-1(^, s; U)U*(s) ,

where T = T(x, s | 17) is the solution of the differential system

(2.24) T" = - U-WBWU^WKT, T(s) = E .

Consequently the function θ(xf s \ W) given by (2.10) has the form

(2.25) θ(x, sI W) - U(8)S*(x, s; U)U*(s) ,

where

(2.26) S(x,8; U)= \'τ^(tf8; U)U~ι{t)B{t)U*-\t)dt

is the function introduced by Reid [9, equation (3.6)] for the general
characterization of principal solutions of non-oscillatory self-adjoint
differential systems.
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Following the terminology used by Reid [8; 9], if the coefficient
matrices satisfy (2.21) then two solutions (u^x); vx{x)) and (u2(x); v2(x))
of (2.1) for which the constant value of uf(x)v2(x) — vΐ(x)u2(x) is zero
are said to be (mutually) conjoined solutions. As in Lemma 2.3 of Reid
[8], one may prove for such systems (2.1) that the maximum dimen-
sion of a conjoined family of solutions is n, and that a given conjoined
family of solutions of dimension less than n is contained in a con-
joined family of dimension n.

3 Variation of solutions*
sum matrix

A(x) =

Let A(x) denote the 2n x 2n direct

A(x)

0

where 0 is the n x n zero matrix, with similar definitions for B(x),
C{x), D(x) in terms of the corresponding B(x), C(x), D(x). It may
be verified directly that a 2n x 2n matrix W(x) is a solution of the
Riccati matrix differential equation

(3.1) W + WA{x) + D(x)W + WB(x)W- C(x) = 0

on an interval X if and only if

W(x) G(x)
(3.2)

H(x) -Θ{x)

where W(x), G(x), H(x) and Θ(x) are n x n matrices which satisfy on
this interval the Riccati system

(3.3)

W + WA(x) + D{%) W + WB(x) W - C(x) = 0 ,

G' + [D(x) + WB(x)]G - 0 ,

H' + H[A(x) + D(x)W] = 0 ,

Θ' - HB(x)G = 0 .

This relation between a Riccati system (3.3) and the associated single
Riccati equation (3.1) has been exploited previously by the author in
the study of a different type of problem, (see Reid [10, §4]).

In particular, if W0(x) is a solution of (2.6) on X, and G(x, s \ Wo),
H(x, s I Wo) and β(x, s \ Wo) are defined by (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), then
the solution W = W0(x) of (3.1) satisfying the initial condition

(3.4) W

is given by

(3.5) W0(x) -

o\
s) —

W0(s)

E

W0(x)

H(x, s\W0)

E

0

G(x,

-θίx, Wo)
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Moreover, for this solution W0(x) of (3.1) the matrix functions
G(x, s I Wo), H(X, S I Wo)9 Θ(x, s | WQ) determined by the corresponding
equations (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) are computed readily to be

(8.6)

G(X,8\

H(x,s\

Θ(x, s I

G(x, s\W0) 0

-Θ(x, s\W0) E

H(x,s\W0) -Θ(x,s\W0)

0 E

Θ(x, s\W0) 0

0 0

If W0(x) is the solution (3.5) of (3.1) on X, and W{x) is a second
solution of this equation on X satisfying the initial condition

<3.7) W(s) =
W(s) E

E 0

then the associated equation (2.11) in W(x) and W0(x), with

Γ 0
(3.8) Γ =

0 0
Γ = W(s) - W0(s),

yields (2.11) in W(x), Wo(%) and also the following additional equations
of variation:

<8.9)

G(x, s\W) = G(x, s I WQ)[E + Γθ(x, s \

H(x, s I W) - [E + θ(x, s I WύΓY'Hix, s\W0),

θ(x, s\W) = [E+ Θ{x, s I W^ΓY'Θix, s\W0),

= θ(x, s I W0)[E + ΓΘ{x, s I Wo)]"1 .

In particular, if Θ{x, s \ Wo) is non-singular on a subinterval Xo of X
then Θ(x, s\W) is non-singular on this subinterval also, and

(3.10) θ-\x, s\W) = , 8\WQ)

4 Principal solutions for non-oscillatory systems (2.1 ) Two dis-
tinct points s and ί on I are said to be (mutually) conjugate, (with
respect to (2.1)) if there exists a solution (u(x); v(x)) of this system
with u(x) ί 0 on the subinterval with endpoints s and t, while u(s) =
0 = u(t). The system (2.1) is termed non-oscillatory on a given sub-
interval Xo provided no two distinct points of this subinterval are
conjugate; moreover, (2.1) will be called non-oscillatory for large
{small} x if there exists a subinterval [α, oo){(— co, αx]} of X on which
this system is non-oscillatory.

A system (2.1) is termed identically normal on X, or normal on
every subinterval of X, if whenever (u; v) = (0; v(x)) is a solution of
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this system on a non-degenerate subinterval of X then also v(x) = 0
on this subinterval. If (2.1) is identically normal on I , seX, and
(U{x)\ V(x)) is a solution of (2.2) with U(s) = 0 and V(s) non-singular,
then the points t conjugate to s are those values for which U(t) is
singular; in particular, if such a system is non-oscillatory on an in-
terval X, and s e X, then U(x) is non-singular on each of the sub-
intervals X8

+ = {x I x 6 X, x > s} and Xs~ = {# I x £ -X", a; < s} .
A basic result for non-oscillatory systems is the following theorem.

It is to be emphasized that in contrast to the special case considered
previously by the author in [9], the result of this theorem is not
limited to self-adjoint systems of the form of accessory equations for
problems of the calculus of variations, and the proof is independent
of variational principles.

THEOREM 4.1. If (2.1) is identically normal and non-oscillatory
on an interval X, and W0(x) is a solution of (2.6) on this interval,
then for seX the matrix Θ(x, s \ Wo) is non-singular on each of the
subintervals Xs

+ and Xs~; moreover,

(4.1) θ-\t, s\W0)= W0(s) - Wt(s), t e X+ or t e Xs~ ,

where Wt(x) = Vt{x)Ui\x) and (Ut(x); Vt(x)) is the solution of (2.2)
determined by the initial conditions

(4.2) Ut(t) = Q, Vt(t) = E.

Suppose that teX8

+, and (Ut(x); Vt{x)) is the solution of (2.2)
satisfying (4.2). In view of the condition that (2.1) is identically
normal and non-oscillatory on Xf the matrix Ut{x) is non-singular on
Xt~ and Xt

+. In particular, on Xt~ each of the matrices W0(x) and
Wt(x) = Vt{x)Ur\x) is a solution of (2.6), H(x,s\ Wt) = U%(s)Ur\x),
and from (3.9) we have

Ut(8)Ur\x) = [E + θ(x, s I W0){Wt(s) - WoWH-Ήίs, s \ Wo) , x e Xr .

Consequently,

(4.3) [E + θ(x, s I Wo){ Wt(s) - W0(s)}] Ut(s) = H(x, s | Wo) Ut(x), x e Xt ,

and by continuity (4.3) also holds for x = t. As se Xt~ and Ut{s) is
non-singular, while Ut{t) — 0, it follows that Θ(t, s \ Wo) is non-singular
with inverse W0(s) — Wt(s), so that Θ{x, s \ Wo) is non-singular for
x e Xs

+. A similar argument shows that Θ(t, s \ Wo) is non-singular
and (4.1) holds for teX.~.

It is to be emphasized that the non-oscillation of (2.1) on X is
not a consequence of the existence of a solution W0(x) of (2.6), or
the equivalent condition that there is a solution (U0(x); V0(x)) of (2.2)
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with U0(x) non-singular throughout X. Indeed, for any self-adjoint
system (2.1) with coefficient matrices satisfying (2.21) the existence
of a solution (U0(x); V0(x)) with U0(x) non-singular throughout X is
illustrated by any solution (U0(x); V0(x)) satisfying at an initial point
s the condition U*(s)V0(s) — V0*(s)U0(s) = iK0, where Ko is a definite
hermitian matrix. On the other hand, for the general system (2.1)
that is identically normal and non-oscillatory on X the author has
not settled the question as to the existence of a solution W0(x) of (2.6)
throughout X,

It W0(x) is a solution of (2.6) on X, the semi-group properties

G ( x , s \ Wo) = G ( x , t \ W 0 ) G ( t , s \ W o ) , s t χ e χ

1 ' } H{xys\ Wo) = H(t,8\ W0)H(x,t\ Wo) ,

of the solutions of (2.8), (2.9) imply for θ(x, s | WQ) of (2.10) the
relation

(4.5) θ(x, s I Wo) = θ(t, s\W0) + H(t, s I W0)Θ(x, t \ W0)G(t, s\W0) .

Since for an identically normal system that is non-oscillatory on X
we have Θ(x, s | Wo) non-singular for x ψ s, from (4.5) it follows that
for xe X and distinct from both t and s the matrix

(4.6) X(x, t,8\W0) = E+ H~\t, s I WQ)Θ(t, s | W0)G~1(tf s | W0)9'\xf t1 Wo)

is non-singular, and

(4.7) θ-\x, s\W0) = G~\t, s I W0)Θ-\x, t \ W0)X-\x, t, s | W0)H'\tt s\W0).

From (4.6), (4.7) it follows that if Θ~\x,t\ W0)~^0 as #->oo, then
also Θ-\x, sI Wo) —+Q as x —• oo moreover, for Xo an arbitrary com-
pact subinterval of X it follows from (4.7) that the convergence of
Θ~~\x, s I Wo) to 0 as x —> co is uniform for s on Xo.

For an identically normal system that is non-oscillatory for large
x a solution (UoXx)) VJ^x)) will be termed a principal solution at
co for (2.2) if Uoo{x) is non-singular on some subinterval (α, OD) and
for W^(x) = Foo^)^"1^) we have Θ~\xf s\ W^-^0 as # — co for at
least one, (and consequently all), s on (a, oo); the corresponding
solution W^x) of (2.6) will be called a distinguished solution at oo
of this Riccati equation.

THEOREM 4.2. If for an identically normal system (2.1) that is
non-oscillatory for large x there exists a principal solution (U^x);
V^ix)) with Unix) non-singular on [α, co), then: (a)Uoo(x)f V^x) and
W^ix) — VoSx) ZJ~\x) are such that as t —> co,

Wt(s) -+ WJβ)9 Ut(s) Uf\a) UJβ) - UJ?),

Vt{s)Uc\a)UJμ)-+Vt(8)
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uniformly for s on an arbitrary compact subinterval of [α, oo),
where, as in Theorem 4.1, (Ut(x); Vt(x)) is the solution of (2.2)
satisfying (4.2) and Wt{x) = Vt{x)Ur\x)\ (b) the associated distin-
guished solution of (2.6) at oo is determined uniquely and the most
general principal solution of (2.2) at oo is (Ucc(x)M; Voo(%)M), ivhere
M is a non-singular constant matrix.

Equation (4.1) and the remark following (4.7) imply that for a
principal solution (U^x)) V^x)) of (2.2) the associated distinguished
solution WJp) = VJp)U~\x) of (2.6) is such that Wt(s) — WJs) uni-
formly in s on an arbitrary compact subinterval of [a, oo). The second
limit relation of (4.8), and the uniformity of this limit on arbitrary
compact subsets, follow from the preceding limit relation and the
fact that U?(x) = Ut(x) Ut~\a) UJfl) and U^x) are solutions of the
differential systems

Ur = [A(x) + B(x)Wt(x)]Ut\

and Ut°(a) = ΊJJiμ). In turn, the last limit relation of (4.8) and the
stated property of uniformity are immediate consequences of the first
two limits of (4.8) and the respective uniformity properties. Finally,
the uniqueness of a distinguished solution of (2.6) at oo, and the most
general form of a principal solution for (2.2), are direct consequences
of relations (4.8).

As will be shown in the next section, for a class of identically
normal self-adjoint systems more inclusive than those previously
studied by Hartman [3], Reid [9] and Sandor [11] the condition of
non-oscillation for large x implies the existence of a principal solution
of (2.2) at oo. Such is not true for systems in general, however,
as is illustrated by the simple scalar system

(4.9) u' = v , v' = [ * " ( # ' ( # . 0 ^ x< °° >

where h(x) is a function of class C" on [0, co) with

(4.10) h \ x ) Φ 0 , h(xλ) Φ h(x2) for x x Φ x 2 , 0 ^ x < oo .

The general solution of (4.9) is u = cx + c2h(x), v = c2h
r(x), and the

associated Riccati differential equation

(4.11) w' - [h"(x)/h'(x)]w + w2 = 0

has as solution w(x) — [cjτ'ix)]/^ + c2h(x)] throughout any interval
where cx + c2h(x) Φ 0. In particular, if w — wQ(x) is a solution of
(4.11) on an interval [α, oo), then either wo(x) Ξ O or wo(x) —
h'(x)/[h(x) — c], where c is a constant such that h(x) Φ c on this
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interval. If wo(x) = 0 then wo(x) = vQ(x)u^\x), where uo(x) = k φ 0,
vo(x) = 0 is a corresponding solution of (4.9), and G(x, s \ w0) = h'(x)lh'(s),
H{x, s\w0) = 1, and Θ~\xf s | w0) = h'{s)l[h(x) — h(s)], so that θ"\x9 s\w0)
—> 0 as a? —> oo only if | /&(#) | —> oo as x —* oo. In case wo(a$) =

h'(x)j[h{x) — c], then wo(a?) = &[/&(#) — c] and vo(x) — kh'(x) with Jk Φ 0,

G ( » , β I w 0 ) = (&'(«)[&(«) - c])l(h'(8)[h(x) - c]), H(x., s\w0) = [h(s) - c ] /
[Λ(α) ~ c], and © (̂α?, s | w0) = (h'(s)[h(x) - c])/([h(s) - c][Λ(») ~ Hs)]),
so that ©""̂ a;, s \ wQ) —> 0 as x —> co if and only is h(x) —* c as a? —> oo.

Now if h(x) is real-valued and Λ'(aj) ^ 0 an [0, oo), then h(x^) Φ
h(x2) for xλ Φ x2 on this interval, and the limit of h(x) as x —> oo exists,
finite or infinite, so that in this case (4.9) always has a principal
solution, On the other hand, there exist complex-valued h(x) satisfy-
ing (4.10), and for which h(x) does not tend to a limit as x-~>co.
Such an example is provided by h(x) — 4(2 + sin x)~x — 2e~x + i sin3 x,
0 g x < co. If in the corresponding equation we set u — uγ + ΐw2,
t; == v1 + ί̂ 2 the equivalent system in ulf u2, vlf v2 is a system with
real coefficients for which the corresponding 2 x 2 matrix Θ~\xy s \ Wo)
does not tend to a limit as x —> co.

5 Self-adjoint systems* Attention will now be restricted to iden-
tically normal systems (2.1) which satisfy the self-adjointness conditions
(2.21), and also the following hypothesis:
$V The matrix B(x) is non-negative definite a.e. on X.
The condition ξ>0, with x restricted to a subinterval [c,d], will be
denoted by £>0[c, d].

THEOREM 5.1. If an identically normal system (2.1) satisfying
(2.21) and £>0 is non-oscillatory on XQ: (α0, oo), then this system posses-
ses a principal solution at oo. Indeed, ifao<r<s<t< co, (Usr(x);
Vsr(x)) is the solution of (2.2) satisfying Usr(r) = 0, Z7sr(s) = E, and
(Ust(s); Vst{x)) is the solution of (2.2) satisfying Ust(s) = E, Ust(t) = 0,
then Vsr(s) > V8d(s) > Vst(s) for ao<r<s<t<d< oo, and con-
sequently F s o o = lim^β.Vst(s) exists, and the solution (U8OO(x)m, Vsoo(x))
of (2.2) satisfying Usoΰ(s) = E, Vsoo(s) = F s o o is a principal solution
at oo with Usoo{%) non-singular on Xo.

For the case of a system (2.1) arising as the accessory system
for a variational problem of Bolza type the result of Theorem 5.1 is
given in Reid [9]. For such accessory systems the matrix B(x) is of
constant rank a.e. on X, whereas for the more general system the
rank of B(x) may not be constant a.e. on X. In particular, the more
general problem includes as a very special instance systems that may
be described roughly as arising through the adjunction at interfaces
of a sequence of different problems, each of the accessory problem
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type on a corresponding interval.
The above Theorem 5.1 may be established by direct generaliza-

tions of the methods used in proving Theorem 5.1 in Reid [9], and
this extension is immediate once one has established the results cor-
responding to Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 of [9]. If \c, d] is a compact
subinterval of X let &[c, d] denote the class of pairs of π-dimensional
vector functions 7]{x), ζ(x) with η{x) a.c. on [c, d], ζ(x) e S^c, d], the
class of vector functions Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded
on [c, d], and such that Lj[η, ζ] Ξ= rf — A(x)η — B(x)ζ = 0 a.e. on this
interval. The subclass of £&[c, d] on which η(c) = 0 = Ύ)(d) will be
designated by £$0\c, d]. Moreover, let & [c, d] denote the condition
that the functional

(5.1) I\η, ζ; e, d\ ^ \\ζ*(x)B(x)ζ(x) + η*(x)C(x)r/(x)]dx

is positive definite on .^0[c, d\, that is, I[y, ζ; c, d\ Ξ> 0 for (η, ζ) e
&o[c, d], and the equality sign holds only if B(x)ζ(x) = 0 a.e. and
Ύ](χ) = 0 on [c, d]. The following theorem presents a basic result
concerning non-oscillation on a compact interval, and is the result for
(2.1) corresponding to Theorem 4.1 of Reid [9].

THEOREM 5.2. If (2.1) is an identically normal system satisfying
(2.21) on a compact interval [c,d], then !Q.\c,d] holds if and only
if ξ)0[c, d] holds, together with one of the following:

( i ) (2.1) is non-oscillatory on [c, d];
(ii) there exists a solution (U(x); V(x)) of (2.2) with U(x) non-

singular on \c,d] and U*(x)V(x) — V*(x)U(x) ~ 0.

For systems (2.1) that arise as accessory systems for variational
problems the result of Theorem 5.2 consists of the Legendre or Clebsch
condition and a special oscillation theorem in the extension of the
classical Sturmian theory to self-ad joint systems as initiated by M.
Morse; for brief historical statements and references the reader is
referred to the author's papers [8; 9] and their bibliographies. If
B(x) is positive definite a.e. on [c, d] a proof is contained in Theorem
2.1 of Reid [8], and in the following discussion will be limited to
certain aspects that differ from the special cases treated previously.

Theorem 5.2 will be established by proving the following sequence
of statements: (a) *§0[c, d], (ii) —> £>+[c, d]; (b) £>.,[c, d] —»(i), ξ>0[c, d]; (c)
Uc,d], ( i)-(ii).

Statement (a) is an immediate consequence of the relation

(5.2) I\rj, ζ; c, d] = j*(ζ* - ψ W)B(ζ - Wη)dx ^ 0

for {η, ζ) e <2<\c, d] ,
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where W(x) = V(x) U~\x), since in view of ξ>0[c, d] equality in (5.2)
holds only if a.e. on [c, d] we have 0 = B(ζ — Wη) = U[U~^]\ so
that U"\x)7){x) Ξ U-\c)r)(c) = 0, and hence (̂a?) = 0, JS(aOζ(αO = 0 a.e.
on [c, d]. In turn, (5.2) follows from the more general fact that if
U(x) and V(x) are n x r a.e. matrices on [c, d], and for α: = 1, 2 the
vector functions 7)a{x) are a.e. and ζΛ(x) e 8oo[c, d], while there exist
a.e. r-dimensional vector functions hjx) such that y]a(x) = U{x)h«{x)
on [c, d], then we have the identity

( C l k ΐ V)B{ζ* VK) Λ l F L l [ % ' ζ a ] ( L l [ ? l ί ζ l ] ) * F / " 2

( ' } - h*{U*L2[U, V] - V*LX[U, V]}h2 - h*[U*V- V*U]h[

For the proof of statement (b), it is to be noted that if {u, v) is
a solution of (2.1) with u(a) = 0 = u(b), where c g a < b ^ d, then
for τ](x) — u(x), ζ(x) — v(x) on [α, b] and (̂a?) = 0, ζ(x) = 0 elsewhere,
we have

i[v> C; c^ r f] = J K v; α^fe] = u*v lα = o ,

so that for general self-adjoint problems (2.1) condition ξ>+[c, d] implies

(i).
The fact that ξ>+[c, d] implies φo[c, d] under the general conditions

of the theorem may be proved by indirect argument. If it is not
true that B(x) ^ 0 a.e. on [c, d], in view of the integrability of B(x)
on [c, d], and the separability of finite dimensional Euclidean space,
it follows that there exists a constant vector ζ0 with | ζ01 = 1 and
positive constants kl9 k2 such that Xo = {x \c g x S d, | B(x) \ g klf

ζ*B(x)ζ0 < — fe2} is of positive measure. If Y(x) is a fundamental
matrix of Yf = -4(a?) F, and Λ3 a constant such that | Y(x) Y~\t) \ S h
for x and t on [c, d], let s be a point of outer density of Xo belonging
to (c, d), and choose α, δ such that c < α < s < 6 ^ d , and

(5.4) (b - a)-1 > (klkl/k2) Γ | C(») | dx .

If e(x) denotes the characteristic function of Xo, then there exists a
continuous scalar function g(x) ^ 0 on [α, 6], and such that the solution
y(x) of L^y, ζoeg] = 0, j/(α) = 0, satisfies y(b) — 0 and y(x) ί θ on
[α, 6], indeed, g(x) may be chosen of the form g(x) = c0 + cxx + +
cnx

n with I c01
2 + + I cΛ |a = 1. For ζλ{x) = ζoe(x)g(x) we have #(&) =

F(a ) Y-^BifyζJfydt, and in view of the definitive properties of &x

α Cb

and &3 we have | y(x) \ ̂  k±k3 \ | β(α?)̂ (̂ ) | d# for α ^ α; ̂  δ. If (̂a?) —

.I/W, ζ(a?) = ζx(x) on [α, δ], and η(x) = 0, ζ(a?) = 0 on [c, α] and [δ, d],
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then 07(#), ζ(x)) e S&c, d] and

Γb

^ —k2\ \ e(x)g(x) \2 dx

\e(x)g(x)\dxJ^\C(x)\dx} .

/Γb \ 2 Γ6

As ( 1 I e(x)g(x) \dx) ^ (b — a) \ \ e(x)g(x) \2dx by the Schwarz inequ-

!

b

\e(x)g(x) \2dx > 0, with the aid of (5.4) it then follows that
a

^ - (k2 - (b -a)k]k] Γ| C(x) \ dx) Γ| e(x)g(x) |2 dx < 0 ,

3ontiέαy to the condition §>+[c, d].
The above statement (c) may be proved by exactly the same type

of argument as that used to establish the statement (f) for the proof
of Theorem 2.1 in Reid [8], with the functional (5.2) replacing the
I[η] of [8], and details will be omitted here.

It is to be remarked that the result of Theorem 5.2 is true without
the assumption of identical normality; indeed, the above proofs of
statements (a) and (b) do not use this condition, and (c) may be
established without this hypothesis by using methods that have been
employed for the special systems arising as accessory systems for
Bolza problems, (see Bliss [1, §89]).

With Theorem 5.2 thus established, for the general system under
consideration one may prove the results corresponding to Theorems
4.2 and 4.3 of Reid [9], and then proceed as in [9] to obtain the
result of Theorem 5.1. The proofs of this section are distinctly vari-
ational in character, and are in essence ' 'classical variational proofs
phrased in terms of canonical variables." For example, for accessory
systems of Bolza type variational problems the identity (5.3) is in
essence the well-known Clebsch transformation of the second variation,
(see Bliss [1, §23, 39], and for such systems the fact that &+[c, d]
implies ξ"0[c, d] is the "Legendre" or "Clebsch" condition.

In passing, it is to be commented that for a system (2.1) satisfy-
ing (2.21) and identically normal on a compact interval [c, d] one may
obtain the full extension of Theorem 2.1 of Reid [8], as well as the
corresponding criteria ivR and vh, (see [S, p. 741]), of that paper. In
particular, if U(x) and V(x) are n x n matrices a.c. on [c, d], and
we set

A [U, V] - U*(x)L2[U, V] - V^LάU, V] ,

then A[U,V]~(A[U, V])* Ξ (C7*F- V*U)'; moreover, whenever
U(x) is non-singular on [c, d] the matrix W(x) — V(x) U~ι(x) is such
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that

A[U, V]=.U*K[W]U+ U*(W- W*)LX[U9 V],

U*V- V*U= U*(W- W*)U.

Consequently, corresponding to the statement of [8, p. 741] on the
condition vR we have: for an identically normal system (2.1) satisfy-
ing (2.21) on [c, d] condition φ+[c, d] holds if and only if ξ>0[c, d]
holds and there is an nxn hermitian ax. matrix W(x) such that a.e.
on [c, d] the hermitian matrix K[ W] is non-positive definite.

THEOREM 5.3. If (2.1) is an identically normal system satisfy-
ing (2.21) and ξ>0> β>nd which is non-oscillatory on an interval X:(a, co),
then:

(a) // W0(x) is an hermitian solution of (2.6) on a subinterval
[s, oo) of X, and W(x) is the solution of (2.6) satisfying W(s) =
W0(s) + Γ, then W(x) exists on [s, oo) if either Γ^ is definite, or if
there are real constants λ0 > 0, \ such that \Γm + \Γ^ ^ 0; in
particular, if Γ is an hermitian matrix satisfying Γ ^ 0 then
W(x)~ W0(x)^0 on [s, oo).

(b) // Woo(x) is the distinguished solution of (2.6) at oo, then
Woo{x) exists and is hermitian on X; moreover if seX and W(x) is
a solution of (2.6) satisfying W(s) = W^(s) + Γ, where Γ is an her-
mitian matrix that fails to be non-negative, then W(x) does not exist
throughout [s, oo).

For a system (2.1) satisfying (2.21) it follows that G(x,s\ WQ) =
H*(x, s I Wo) for an hermitian solution W0(x) of (2.6), and for such a
system which is non-oscillatory and satisfies ξ>0 on X we have that
Θ(x, s I Wo) > 0 for xeXt. If W(x) is a solution of (2.6) satisfying
W(s) — W0(s) + Γ, then Lemma 2.1 implies that W(x) exists on [s, oo)
if and only if E + θ(x, s | W0)Γ is non-singular on [s, oo), and this latter
condition is equivalent to the non-singularity of Θ~\x, s \ Wo) + Γ on
(s, oo). If x e [s, oo) and [Θ'^x, s \ Wo) + Γ\η = 0, then

η*[Θ~\x, s\W,) + Γm]η = -iV*Γtf ,

and hence

(5.5) V*[Θ-\x, s\W0) + Γ^η = 0, η*Γc$ - 0 .

Now if Γc$ is definite the second condition of (5.5) implies rj = 0 on
the other hand, if λ0 > 0, \ are real constants such that λoΓ^ + λ^^ ^
0, then from (5.5) it follows that ψΘ~\x, s \ WQ)η = 0 and hence η = 0.
Thus θ~\%, s I Wo) + Γ is non-singular on (s, oo) and W(x) exists on
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[s, oo). In particular, if Γ is an hermitian matrix satisfying Γ ^ 0
then this latter criterion implies that W(x) exists on [s, oo), and the
conclusion W(x) — W0(x) ̂ 0 follows from the representation formula
(2.11), and the fact that if matrices Θ, Γ are such that Γ ^ 0, θ > 0,
and E + ΘΓ is non-singular, then

Γ[E + ΘΓ]-1 = [E +ΘΓγ-\Γ + ΓΘΓ][E + ΘΓ]-1 ^ 0 .

In view of Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, if (U^x); V^x)) is a principal
solution of (2.2) at oo then U* Ko — V* LL = 0 and U^x) is non-singular
on X: (a, oo), so that the corresponding distinguished solution W^ix) =
Voo(x)U^Ί(x) of (2.6) is hermitian and exists on X. Consequently, if
s e X then Θ(x, s \ WJ) > 0 f or x e (s, co), and hence Θ~\x, s | WJ) -f Γ
is hermitian on (s, oo) for Γ an hermitian matrix. Moreover, since
WJ{x) is the distinguished solution of (2.6) at oo, Θ~\xy s \ WJ + Γ-+
Γ as x —> oo, while Θ~J(x, s | W^) + .Γ is positive definite for x > s and
sufficiently close to s. Consequently, if Γ fails to be non-negative
definite there exists a value te(s, oo) such that θ~\t9 s\ W^) + Γ is
singular, so that Woo(#) is not extensible to an interval containing t,
in contradiction to the existence of W^x) on X.

Combining the conclusions (a) and (b) we have that if the distin-
guished solution Woo(x) of (2.6) exists on an interval (α, co) then an
hermitian solution W(x) of (2. 6) exists on a subinterval [s, co) of
(α, oo) if and only if W(x) — W^(x) ̂  0 for at least one value, {and
consequently all values}, on [s, oo). For the case of systems (2.1) with
real coefficients satisfying (2.21), and for which B(x) > 0 on X, this
result has been proved by Sandor [11]; due to this property he has
designated as ''the right-hand frontier solution7' the solution of (2.6)
that we have called the distinguished solution at oo.

6. Systems non-oscillatory on intervals (—oo,α) and (-co, co).
The behavior of (2.2) and (2.6) on an interval (—co,α) is obviously
equivalent under the reflective transformations U°(x) = U(—x), V°(x) =
V( — x), W°(x) = W( — x) to the behavior of the respective equations

(2.2°) U°f = -A(~x)U° - B(-x)V° , V0' - -C(-x)U° + D(-x)V° ,

(2.6°) W0' ~ W°A(-x) ~ D{-x)W° - W°B(-x)W° + C(-x) - 0 ,

on (—α, oo). A principal solution of (2.2) at — oo, and the associated
distinguished solution W-^(x) of (2.6) at — oo, are defined as the
images under the above transformations of a principal solution of
(2.2°) at oo and the associated distinguished solution Wi{x) of (2.6°)
at oo. The analogues of Theorems 4.2, 5.1 and 5.3 for intervals
X: (— co,α) are immediate, and will not be presented in any further
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detail, with the exception of the following results, which are con-
sequences of combined results of these theorems for (2.2), (2.6) and
(2.2°), (2.6°). For the systems considered by Sandor, results equivalent
to those of Theorem 6.1 are given in [11, § 7].

THEOREM 6.1. // on the real line (—00, co) the system (2.1) is
identically normal, satisfies (2.21) and !Q0, and is non-oscillatory,
then the distinguished solutions W^x) and W-^x) of (2.6) are
individually hermitian on (— co, co) and such that:

(a) // (Ut(x); Vt{x)) is the solution of (2.2) determined by (4.2)
for — 00 < t < co, and Wt(x) = Vt{x)Ur\x), then Wt(x)-+ WJp) as
t —> 00, and Wt(x) —> W-^ix) as t —> — 00.

(b) // W(x) is an hermitian solution of (2.6) which exists on
(-00, 00) then W(x) - WJp) ^ 0 and W^(x) - W(x) ̂  0 throughout
(—00, 00), while if W(x) is an hermitian solution of (2.6) for which
at some value s the matrix W(s) — W^s), {W-^s) — W{s)}, fails to
be nonnegative definite then W(x) does not exist throughout the interval
[S, 00), {(_oo,s]} .

For example, the scalar system

(6.1) u' = v , v' = u

is non-oscillatory on (—00, co), and ut(x) = sinh (x — t), vt(x) =
cosh (x — t). The corresponding Riccati equation (2.6) is

(6.2) w' + w2 - 1 = 0 ,

with respective solutions wt(x) — coth (x — t), w^x) = — 1, and w^x) = 1.

7 Systems with constant coefficients* If the coefficient matrices
A, B, C, D are constant, and (U(x); V(x)) is a solution of (2.2), then
(U(x — c); V(x — c)) is also a solution for arbitrary real values c.
Consequently, (2.1) is non-oscillatory on an interval (a, co) or(-~co,α)
if and only if it is non-oscillatory on the whole infinite line (-co, 00).
Moreover, if (Ut(x); Vt(x)) is the solution of (2.2) satisfying (4.2) then
Us(x) = Ut(x — 8 + t), Vs(x) Ξ= Vt(x — s + t), and the corresponding
solution 1^(05)= Vt{x)Ur\x) of (2.6) exists on an interval [c, d] if
and only if Ws(s) — Vs{x)Ur\x) exists on [c + s — t, d + s — ί]. For
systems with constant coefficients the following result is a consequence
of Theorem 4.2.

THEOREM 7.1. A system (2.2) with constant coefficients, and which
is identically normal and non-oscillatory on ( — 00, co), has a principal
solution at co {at -co} if and only if the solution (U0(x); V0(x)) of
(2.2) for which U0(0) = 0, F0(0) = E is such that W0(x) = V0(x) UQ~\x)
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converges to a limit W^iW-^} as x —> — co {x —» 05}; ί/̂ β corresponding

distinguished solution of (2.6) αί 00 {α£ —00} is PΓoo(̂ ) = W^

In turn, Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 imply the following results for

systems with constant coefficients.

THEOREM 7.2. A system (2.2) with constant coefficient matrices

satisfying A* = D, C* — C, B* = B ^ 0, and which is identically

normal, is non-oscillatory on (— 00, 00) if and only if there exists an

hermitian constant matrix W satisfying the algebraic matrix equation

(7.1) WA + A*W+ WBW- C = 0;

moreover, if such a system is non-oscillatory on (—00, 00) then there

exist hermitian matrices W^ and W-a* which are individually solutions

of (7.1), and are extreme solutions for (2.6) in the sense that if

W(x) is any hermitian solution of (2.6) on (— 00, co) then W^ ^

W(x) ^ TF-oo) in particular, if W is any hermitian solution of (7.1)

then W^SWS W^.

In particular, if B and C are constant matrices the system

(7.2) uf = Bv , vr = Cu ,

is identically normal on (—co, co) if and only if B is non-singular,

and the following result is an immediate consequence of the above

theorem.

COROLLARY. / / B and C are constant hermitian matrices with

B > 0, then (7.2) is non-oscillatory on (-co, co) if and only if C Ξ> 0,

and whenever this latter condition holds then

TFoo = -B~1I2[B1I2CB1I2]1I2B-112

and W^ = - Woo.

It is to be remarked that this corollary provides a differential

equation algorism for the nonnegative definite square root of a given

nonnegative definite matrix C:

C1/2 = lim VQ{x)U0-\x) = - l i m V0(x)UQ~\x) ,

where (U0(x); V0(x)) is the solution of U' = V, V = CU satisfying

U(0) = 0, F(0) = E.
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